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Snoezelen® Mobile Saver Pack
Move our popular panels, projector and fibre optics from one room to another to create a Snoezelen® space quickly and easily. Compact, this is the perfect solution for those who don’t have a dedicated sensory space. Requires just one wall plug socket. Includes:
- 2 panels of your choice from Multifinity Explorer™, Sound to Sight Showtime™, Fireworks Extravaganza™, Colour Command Centre™ and Colour Catch Combo™ (see pages 12 to 17
- Double Panel Porter
- Super Safe Fibre Optics 1m x 100 strands and Light Source
- LED100 Projector, Wireless Wheel Rotator and Underwater Effect Wheel
- Deluxe 8 Colour Wirefree Controller
Please specify panel frame colour required when ordering.
R923194

Effect Wheel Sticker Pack
Reusable, easy to peel vinyl stickers for use on the included blank effect wheel. Allows users to create their own personalized stories quickly and easily to use with the LED100, LED and Aura Projectors. Designed to enhance creativity, boost motor skills, foster hand-eye co-ordination and encourage narrative thinking, communication skills and creative expression. Includes a blank magnetic effect wheel, stickers and a cleaning cloth. Can be used with washable non-permanent pens to enhance the story and further the learning activity. For 3 years and over.
R923074 At the Farm
R923075 At the Zoo
R923076 Princesses
R923077 Dinosaurs
R923078 Robots
R923079 Space

Multi-Colour Star Projector
Compact lamp with dynamic star effect inside that projects a moving and colourful pattern on the ceiling. Calming and unusual in that the unit itself is equally as visually appealing as the effect it projects. Simple one-button operation. Inexpensive and great for use at home, including in bedrooms. The prism-type top adds to the charm. As the transparent dome rotates, the mechanism can be heard (this is not loud but operation is not silent). Requires 3 AA batteries (to be purchased separately). For 3 years and over. Size: 14cmH x 13.5cm diameter
R923113
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The systems offered here by ROMPA® have been specifically developed for the special needs market. Created on the foundations of a sound understanding of disabilities, these are purposeful first and foremost, and not simply adaptations of audio visual products for able-bodied users. Ask us for a demonstration of the Mobile Interactive Floor and you’ll be in no doubt why this is the best system available.

**Ceiling-Mounted Interactive Wall Projection**

Imagine looking into a mirror and seeing yourself playing drums, splatting critters or tapping stars to change their colour and to make sounds. A movement of the hand or a flick of a finger can trigger any number of audio-visual events around you. Truly immersive, responsive and rewarding. For individuals and groups. Fully customisable. ROMPA® can install this for you – please contact us for information.

Size: projection 1.5m to 2m wide; optimum distance projector to wall 35cm - 45cm

R922590

**Mobile Interactive Wall Projection**

A flexible alternative to a permanently-fixed system.

R923172
Ocean Wave Projector
Compact, colourful and calming, with 7 beautiful and dynamic visual effects. Portable and ideal for domestic use, such as for projecting onto bedroom walls at night time. Multi-sensory, it contains speakers and includes 4 sounds (forest, ocean wave, flowing water and birds, nature). Can be connected to your phone, computer or tablet. Music can also be played via your own TF card. With volume control, track selection and light control buttons on front. USB charged (includes USB cable, audio cable and remote control with timer options). Remote control requires 2 AAA batteries. Not a toy.
Size: 12.6cm diameter x 10.5cmH
R923124

Starlight Projector
Compact and portable light unit that projects a starry sky on a surface immediately above it. Ideal for use in a bedroom. Easy operation – press the domed top to activate. Economical, this will not project the night sky effect over distance. Requires 4 AA batteries (not included).
Size: 14cm diameter x 4cmH
R923068

New projector options coming soon
Visit www.rompa.com for updates, new products and latest developments
Contact us about powerful projectors that can be used outdoors in your garden space

Transparent Colour Sheets – Set of 5
Perfect for use with 22259 Colour Changing Table, 18663 LED Light Panel and 22336 Create Your Own Effect Wheel. Ideal for:
- Early science, exploration of colours
- Art and creative activities
- Making customised effect wheels for projectors
Size: 30 x 21cm
R923118
Mini Fish Tank
Soothing ‘virtual’ aquarium. Watch the fish ‘swim’ and the light colour change. Inexpensive yet effective. Requires 3 AA batteries. For decorative use only (not intended to be handled). For 3 years and over. Size: 7L x 7W x 23cmH

R923115

Wipe-Clean™ Waterproof Weighted Blanket
Made from high-tech, breathable, durable, waterproof, anti-microbial, flame-resistant and soft-to-the-touch fabric. Ideal for hospitals. Stitched only at the periphery for easier cleaning. With a contoured neck for comfort and visibility of the user’s face. Weight is evenly distributed across the blanket. Royal blue. Wipe clean with disinfectant soap or fabric-safe cleaner (not machine washable).

R923139 Extra Small Size: 91.5 x 81cm 2.3kg (5 lb) Approximate age: 3 years
- User’s approximate weight: 10-16kg (22-35 lbs)

R923140 Small Size: 106.5 x 91.5cm 3.6kg (8 lb) Approximate age: 4-5 years
- User’s approximate weight: 16-20kg (36-45 lbs)

R923141 Medium Size: 160 x 106.5cm 5.4kg (12 lb) Approximate age: 6-10 years
- User’s approximate weight: 21-32kg (46-70 lbs)

R923142 Large Size: 206 x 132cm 7.3kg (16 lb) Approximate age: 11-15 years
- User’s approximate weight: 32-63kg (71-140 lbs)

R923143 Extra Large Size: 216 x 145cm 11.3kg (25 lb) Approximate age: 16 years to adult
- User’s approximate weight: 64kg+ (141 lbs+)

Fruit & Veg Bean Bags

Size: Mini Bean Bags 38cm diameter x 20cmH; Large Bean Bags 38cm diameter x 48cmH

R923144 Mini Fruit Bean Bags – Set of 4
R923145 Mini Veg Bean Bags – Set of 4
R923146 Mini Fruit & Veg Bean Bags – Set of 8
R923147 Large Fruit Bean Bags – Set of 4
R923148 Large Veg Bean Bags – Set of 4
R923149 Large Fruit & Veg Bean Bags – Set of 8

R923140

www.rompa.com sales@rompa.com
School Sensory Space

Interactive sensory environments that use sensory input to help students concentrate, learn and develop. Helpful for calming anxiety, providing stimulation so learners can focus, whilst their individual needs are met. These spaces provide opportunities for students to move, jump, bounce, rock and fidget … working minds and muscles, burning off energy and strengthening motor skills. Equally importantly, these areas allow users the chance to calm down and rest.

School Sensory Spaces Saver Pack

A collection of carefully selected products to use in a classroom, gym or corridor. Especially effective when purchased in multiples to accommodate a group of learners. The components can be used in a variety of ways e.g. Multi-Purpose Ball can be sat on in the Ball Stand or rolled over prone students to provide deep pressure input; The Tactile Multi-Purpose Cushions can be sat on or used as part of trail for balance, core strength, spatial awareness and co-ordination. As many of the products have multiple uses, these can energise and stimulate users or be used to calm and relax learners. More economical than purchasing parts separately.

Contents may vary, but set typically includes:

- Large Balance Dome
- Bumpy Multi-Purpose Ball
- Ball Stand
- Tactile Multi-Purpose Cushion
  (one 32cm and one 39cm)
- Jumping Seat
- TeeterPopper™
- Tactodiscs
- Sensory Circles Set
- Hilltops - Set of 5
- 6 Sensarings

R923210

As swings very much complement this Pack, we recommend the Haley’s Joy® Swings and accessories. These are not included as three sizes are available and some schools may prefer more permanently fixed suspension options.

Your space, your way ... mix and match resources from this catalogue for a bespoke solution and for multiples of your most popular resources.

See our Sensory Circuits Saver Pack on page 153 for another accessible and multi-purpose option.
Sensory Gym Saver Pack
A comprehensive set based upon the growing popularity of Sensory Gyms in Australia and America. Provides a range of movement opportunities for users with additional needs (e.g. ASD), making gyms and leisure centres more inclusive and accessible to the whole family. More economical than purchasing parts separately. Contents may vary, but typically includes:

- Balanza® Seesaw
- Zig Zag Peek Through Tunnel
- Hip Hop Jumping Cushion
- 3 Concertina Mats
- Giant Saucer
- Floppy Island
- Rocker ‘n’ Roll
- Low Wedge
- Low Steps

R923208

Recommended extras:
Convertible Climbing Wall – see page 141
Sensory CardioWall® - see page 141
Platform Swing – see page 135
Beanos Swing – see page 131
Ballpool – see pages 108-109
Hanging Sausage – see page 112
Tactile activity wall panels – see pages 172-181

As we know each environment is as unique and distinctive as the individuals who use them, this saver pack is intended as a starting point. For specific requirements and tailor-made solutions to best suit your environment, please contact us for further information.
Music Station
Encourage listening skills, music playing, movement, fine motor skills and turn-taking. Provides auditory stimulation and can be enjoyed by sighted and visually impaired users together. Includes two 12.5cm diameter posts, rope and musical instruments (latter may vary). To be concreted in place. Large and heavy (approx. 65kg) – two people are required to unload this product on receipt.

R922850

Pentatonic Chimes – Set of 16
A symphony of 16 aluminium chimes, hand-tuned to a high quality for a rich, vibrant and harmonic tones. Great for improvisation and creative activity in pairs or small groups. No fail and inclusive, the pentatonic scale means that there are no wrong notes. A delightful shared experience that encourages movement, listening skills, co-operation and enjoyment of music outdoors. Smaller sets of 6 Chimes are also available – please contact us for more information. Made to order – please allow up to 6 weeks for manufacture.

R923165 With stainless steel legs, Ground Fix
R923166 With stainless steel legs, Surface Fix
R923167 With Back Board for Wall-Mounting

Tubular Bells – Set of 7
Big, bold and beautiful, bringing lovely sounds, an amazing auditory experience, vibrations and an architectural feature to your outdoor space. With outstanding resonance, the aluminium bells produce deep tones which can be felt as well as heard. Pentatonically-tuned ranging from A3 to C5. Durable, the central post is strengthened and the outer tubes are fixed using stainless steel security screws at the top and bottom. Each bell is capped to prevent debris falling inside the bell and dampening the sound. The bells can be arranged in multiple ways, although a horseshoe formation is recommended to create a surround-sound effect and noticeable vibrations for anyone standing in the middle of this shape. Also includes 2 metal posts with a beater attached by steel cables. Made to order – please allow up to 6 weeks for manufacture. Individual bells can also be purchased – please contact us for information.

Size: 10cm diameter x 160 to 220cmH

R923163 Ground Fix
R923164 Surface Fix

Large Babel Drum
Provides a unique hand drumming experience that individuals of all ages will enjoy, including those without drum experience. Lovely for exploring percussion music as well as fostering an understanding cause and effect. Stainless steel with an 8-note layout in G-Major. Create delightful melodies, mellow tones and beautiful sounds with remarkably long sustain by striking the drum with your fingers. Securely mounted onto a frame for permanent outdoor fixing. Made to order – please allow up to 6 weeks for manufacture.

R923158 Ground Fix
R923159 Surface Fix

For sales and enquiries contact us today
01246 211 777
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Rainbow Drums – Set of 5

A colourful and eye-catching, their appearance is as stunning as their sound. Vibrant and inviting for all ages, this popular set allows group play, team work and co-operative as well as creative enjoyment of music. Easy to play, rewarding, fun and great for outdoor school performances, for helping welcome visitors to care home grounds and for music therapy/learning. For even greater inclusion, incorporate into other rhythmic activities such as movement/exercise, drama and dance. Colours as shown (other colours available at an additional cost – please contact us). Made to order – please allow up to 6 weeks for manufacture.

- R923156 Ground Fix
- R923157 Surface Fix

Cavatina

A colourful, strong and weather-resistant instrument, similar to a xylophone with low to high notes from left to right. Securely and individually attached to block resonators for maximum vibration and resonance, the vibrant anodised notes have no wires or strings. Incredible tones and melodies can be achieved, including by those with minimal musical ability. Colour-coded notes allow you to create your own music sheets so that users can play by colour. For supervised use, outdoors.

- R923169 Ground Fix
- R923170 Surface Fix
- R923171 For Wall-Mounting

Congas

A pair of single-headed African drums mounted onto a stainless steel post. With bright colours and wonderful sounds for auditory and visual appeal. Inviting, engaging and suitable for young and old. Made with heavy-duty ABS caps for strength and durability. Made to order – please allow up to 6 weeks for manufacture. Small/Medium/Large drums each product their own tones – please state combination required. Made to order – please allow up to 6 weeks for manufacture.

- R923161 Ground Fix
- R923162 Surface Fix (85cmH pole)
**Outdoor Storage Centre**
Perfect for imaginative play as well as practical for storage. Use as a part of a play kitchen, or to house balls and garden games/activities. Made from Duraply with an oak finish and includes 3 clear trays. Accessories are for illustration purposes only. Flat pack – simple assembly required. Weight: 26kg.
Size: 66W x 44D x 86cmH

**Sensory Exploration Table**
Take learning outside with this practical table with inset trays. Use to explore natural objects, as an outdoor desk that helps to keep stationery to hand or as a potting table for early science. Intended for children 3 to 6 years. Made of Medite Tricoya and stainless steel fixings. Accessories are for illustration purposes only. Flat pack – simple assembly required. Weight: 21kg
Size: 90cm diameter x 53cmH

**Slide and Hide**
An all-in-one indoor unit to encourage a range of movements and motor skills for children under 3 years. Useful for climbing, crawling, balancing and sliding, as well as turn-taking and co-operative play. MDF with a maple finish. Flat pack – simple assembly required. Weight: 39kg
Size: 85.5L x 139W x 59cmH

**Weighted Cutlery Set**
Attractive and functional. Especially helpful for individuals who have hand tremors as a result of conditions such as Parkinson’s Disease. A slight indentation places the fingers in a comfortable, ergonomic position for easier handling. Polished stainless steel with solid handles. Utensils weigh approximately 200g (7 oz) each. Includes knife, fork, dessert spoon and teaspoon. Dishwasher-safe.
Size: approx. 19 to 23cmL

**Weighted Cat**
A soft – and functional – companion. Provides comforting pressure to the user to help keep them grounded and focused. Intended for use at home, school or during therapy. Valuable for individuals with learning difficulties or for older adults with Alzheimer’s. Polyester. Colour as shown. Hand-wash only. For 3 years and over.
Weight: 1.8kg
Size: 35L x 17W x 20cmH

**Push Along**
Develops physical control, hand-eye co-ordination and muscle control as well as encouraging children to follow directions. Fun and inviting. For 18 months and over.
Size: 70cmH (wheel 18cm diameter)

---
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Ribcap
Modern, fashionable and non-stigmatizing head protection. Embedded with unique absorbing foam to reduce the force of impact. Discrete soft headgear that children and adults will want to wear. Designed to reduce the risk of traumatic brain injury for people with medical challenges, special needs and others at risk during work and play activities. Water- and dirt-resistant, cooling, washable and quick drying and foldable.

Lenny
Popular beanie with chin strap. Merino wool and acrylic exterior; polyester elastane interior. Please specify S, M or L when ordering.
Size: Small 53-55cm diameter; Medium 56-58cm diameter; Large 59-61cm diameter

Lenny Kids
Anthracite. Please specify size when ordering.
Size: Mini 47-49cm diameter; Midi 50-52cm diameter

Baseball Cap
With chin strap. Cotton exterior; polyester elastane interior. Please specify size when ordering.
Size: S/M 53-58cm; L/XL 59-65cm

Glow Cushion
Soft, brushed nylon cushion with a trim that glows in darkened environments. The safe glow effect is recharged by exposure to light/sun. The red cushion offers auditory as well as visual and tactile stimulation. Each.

Infinity Lights Mirror
Creates the illusion of coloured lights beyond the depth of the mirror. Functions as a mirror when switched off. Economical yet extremely visually effective. Requires 3 AA batteries (to be purchased separately) or can be powered through the included USB cable. With a keyhole in the back for wall-mounting. Not a toy – this is for decorative purposes only and is not intended for vigorous handling or play.

Locking Safety Snap
Provides a connection between equipment and either an accessory and/or the final point of suspension. With an integral locking mechanism that screws closed over the opening to prevent the snap from opening inadvertently. Zinc-plated steel. Supports 25 Kilonewtons (255Kgf) and meets requirements of EN362:2004.
Weight: 180g

Glow Koosh Ball
Tactile and visual – it glows when exposed to UV light. Great to explore in darkened environments, and a lovely fidget. Typically green. Rubber. For 3 years and over. Each. Weight: approx. 135g
Size: 10cm diameter

Zero-rated
Baseball Cap

R923179 Grey
R923180 Marine
R923181 Bordeaux

R923182 zero-rated

R923183 Navy
R923184 Red

R923181

R923191 Red with squeak Size: 24cm diameter
R923192 Blue Size: 60L x 40cmW

R923112

R923114
Bumpy Multi-Purpose Ball
A textured version of the ever-popular multi-purpose balls. The small bumps provide additional tactile input that may foster circulation. Useful for physiotherapy, rehabilitation, occupational therapy, exercise and massage. For users up to 120kg (270 lbs). Supplied deflated.

R923058  Typically green. Size: 65cm diameter
R923059  Typically red. Size: 100cm diameter

Cover for Multi-purpose Balls
Transforms your ball (not included) into a seat. Microfibre for comfort. The additional reinforcement at the bottom helps prevent the ball from rolling. Grey.

R923064  Size: 55cm diameter
R923065  Size: 65cm diameter

Sit ‘n Gym Balls
These comfortable balls are designed with little legs so that they can be sat on. They can help to improve your posture as well as fostering attention and concentration, and can be used in schools, offices and homes. Inflate with a ball pump/electric air pump. Maximum weight supported: 120kg. For 5 years and over. Each.

R915223  Size: 45cm diameter
R915224  Size: 55cm diameter
R915225  Size: 65cm diameter
R923063  New size! Size: 35cm diameter

Mystery Balls
- Set of 6
They look the same but have different contents, so they sound, feel and roll differently. The shiny and smooth mirror surface draws attention and provides a curious, distorted reflection. Useful for sensory exploration, comparative concepts, language development, fostering hand-eye coordination and motor skills and for imaginative play. Stainless steel. Suitable from birth, but appealing to all ages.

Size: 10cm diameter
R923121
Popcorn Ball/Roll
Smaller balls contained inside the transparent outer create audible rewards, additional movement and visual stimulation when the ball is in use. Encourages movement, visual tracking, spatial awareness, listening skills and motor planning. Inviting and engaging, to make therapy and exercise fun. Supplied deflated. For users up to 120kg (270 lbs). For 5 years and over.

R923060 Popcorn Ball Size: 50cm diameter
R923061 Popcorn Roll Size: 90cmL x 55cm diameter

Rainbow Glitter Balls – Set of 7
The sparkling glitter swirls around the inside of the balls as they are moved. Fascinating, captivating, colourful and appealing to sensory seekers of all ages. Useful for improving concentration skills, hand-eye co-ordination and motor skills and for imaginative play. Winner of a Gold 2017 Practical Pre-School Award. For 3 years and over. Size: 6.5cm diameter

R923098

Sensory Jumbo Ooze Tube - Set of 3
Captivating, fascinating and an ideal resource for quiet focus. Inspires curiosity, interaction and an understanding of cause and effect. Can help develop creative language and an understanding of simple science. Contain colourful mineral oil and water which produce a variety of intriguing effects when the tubes are turned over. Polycarbonate tubes. Handle with care. Not suitable for individuals with challenging behaviours. For 3 years and over.

Size: 5cm diameter x 15cmH

R923112

Spiral Tube – Set of 3
Turn them upside down and watch the contents move. Captivating, fascinating and curious. Encourages motor skills and an understanding of cause and effect as well as early science. Calming for individuals who enjoy repetitive motions. Polycarbonate tubes containing mineral oil and water. Not intended for vigorous handling nor for challenging behaviours. For 3 years and over.

Size: 5cm diameter x 15cmH

R923130

Blinking Meteor Ball
Highly visual and tactile, this delightfully bumpy ball lights up and flashes when bounced. Colours may vary. The enclosed batteries are inaccessible.

Size: 6.5cm diameter

R923014
Aeroplane Activity Wall Panel
Eye-catching panel to explore. Attractive and useful. Encourages hand-eye co-ordination, fine motor skills, social interaction, problem-solving, early maths skills (shape, time, counting) and conversation. Made up of fully-assembled 5 pieces.
Includes:
- Clock with moving hands
- Bead maze
- Magnetic ‘pens’
- Shape maze
- Interlocking gears
To be wall-mounted indoors. For 12 months and over
Size: 180L x 60W x 5cmD
R923125

Animal Activity Wall Panel
Provides a range of manipulative activities for youngsters, including groups. Inviting, visual and tactile. The Crocodile is also audible, having percussion instruments. Develops hand-eye co-ordination, dexterity, fine motor skills, reasoning, problem-solving and language development (describing activities). Great for imaginative and collaborative play (social skills e.g. turn-taking). To be wall-mounted indoors. For 12 months and over.

R923126 Crocodile Size: 174.5L in total (5 sections) Head 36L, front/hind legs and middle 34.7L, tail 34.4cmL
R923127 Bear Size: 91L x 32cmH
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“Superb. Excellent quality. We have one in his SEN school ... he loves it.”
Jo M., Verified Buyer, Ashton under Lyne

“Great buy. We have had this for over two years. Its very mesmerizing. It is one of the items that is kept going back to, pleased I purchased. Very easy and quick to change sides all in all great buy.”
Christine C., Verified Buyer, Gateshead

Spin ‘n’ Stare
Double-sided, boldly-coloured circular panel for optical illusions and visual marvels! Quickly and easily reversed. Minimal strength required to rotate the panel. For wall-mounting - fixtures included. Well made from 12mm thick MDF. Perfect for corridors to amuse passers-by of all ages.
Size: 63cm diameter

R918297 Blue Spiral/Red Flower
R923050 Blue Rounded Squares/Red Concentric Circles

Spin ‘n’ Stare Saver Pack
Buy both types of Spin ‘n’ Stare and save more.
R923051

Rotating Sound Panel
Following the popularity of the Rotating ‘Rainfall’ Panels, we have added 2 new versions to the family! Equally audible and visual, and just as great for encouraging interaction and an understanding of cause and effect. Each includes a wall-mountable wooden rotator so the panel can be carefully spun.
Size: 48cm diameter

R923151 Rolling Square Delightful visual effects are captivating and rewarding
R923152 Whirl Turn in either direction and compare the effect

Mini Rotating Sound Panel
Smaller options for those with less space and budget. Still engaging, responsive and multi-sensory, just more compact and bijou! Each includes a wall-mountable wooden rotator so the panel can be carefully spun.
Size: 25 x 25cm

R923153 Water Wheel
R923154 Rainfall Square
R923155 Labyrinth

www.rompa.com @ sales@rompa.com
Weighted Tactile Octopad
Weighted felt pad to place on the lap. Designed to provide deep pressure input, and so keep the user seated and calm. With a variety of textures and fidget materials to occupy hands. Pull the cord at the base of the body to activate vibration. Colourful and appealing to children. Can also be used as a shoulder shawl. PVC pellets are enclosed in the border to provide weight. Wipe-clean only. Weight: 680g
Size: 48L x 33 x 11cmH
R923134

Teaching Tac-Tiles™
Provides activities to develop tactile awareness, shape identification, fine motor skills and descriptive language for individuals and groups. Includes 20 colourful and washable textured tiles, drawstring bag, 10 double-sided cards and multilingual game suggestions. Match tiles to each other/cards by shape/texture. For 3 years and over
Size: shapes 5cm; bag 22 x 18cm
R923085

Tactile Patch Match – Set of 20
10 pairs of textured squares to match by touch (or colour). Includes storage bag. The contrasting materials include corduroy, fur, Velcro®, mesh, poly cotton and silk. Some are soft and slippery, others are rough and scratchy... A nice way to prompt discussions about likes and dislikes. For younger learners, these can help to develop descriptive vocabulary and communication skills. For older adults with more advanced Dementia, the contents can be enjoyed for their sensory appeal, gently passing the squares over the hands. For 3 years and over.
Size: squares 8 x 8cm, bag 27 x 17cm
R923084

Fluffy Light Star
Tactile, soft and cuddly with the added visual appeal of coloured light. The lights inside change colour gently. Soothing and comforting, especially at bedtime. The stitched face adds more tactile interest and child-appeal. Polyester. Requires 3 AAA batteries (included). Surface washable only. Suitable for all ages (from birth).
Size: 42W (point to point) x 8cmH
R923137

Mood Light Comforter Bear
Super soft teddy with light-up cheeks and tummy. Squeeze his paw and his face and belly will start to glow, shifting between colours including blue, green, red and purple. A perfect alternative night light, cuddly bedtime buddy and gift. Requires 3 AA batteries (not included). For 6 months and over.
Size: 21cmW x 27cmH when sat (40cmH overall)
R923019

Mood Light Comforter Panda
Soft, cuddly and reassuring. The colour of the light in his belly and face gently changes colour, providing a calming and soothing light. Press his paw to stop and start the light (switches off automatically after 5 minutes). Child-friendly face. Requires 3 AAA batteries (included). Surface washable only. Suitable from birth.
Size: 16W x 15D x 21cmH when sat (28cmH overall)
R923197
Senseez® Vibrating Cushions

Can help calm hyperactivity, helps focus and concentration, soothes anxiety, reduces stress and relieve aches and pains. Especially valuable for individuals with Autism, ADHD or sensory processing problems. Some of the covers are textured for added tactile input. Visually appealing designs to appeal to children and adults. Compact and portable for stressful situations like car/plane journeys, hairdressers, restaurants, dentist etc. Multiple award-winner including Dr. Toys, Brain Child, Able Play and Creative Child Product of the Year Award. Requires 2 AA batteries (to be purchased separately). Spot clean only. For 3 years and over.

Size: 25.5cmW/diameter x 8cmH

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Code</th>
<th>Design</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R923091</td>
<td>Blue Square</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R923092</td>
<td>Orange Circle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R923093</td>
<td>Red Octagon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R923094</td>
<td>Football</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R923095</td>
<td>Furry Cow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R923096</td>
<td>Plushy Jelly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R923097</td>
<td>Bumpy Turtle</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

“‘I keep two Senseez in my office as I see clients who range in age from 7 through 20 who present with ADHD or a higher-verbal autism spectrum diagnosis. The sensory input provided by vibration has truly helps my clients be able to focus while we’re working on social and self-regulation skills. Some clients enjoy squeezing it while others enjoy resting it upon their back. I appreciate the fact that each Senseez is visually appealing and blends into my office environment.’” – Ryan Wexelblatt, Director, Center for ADHD

Liquid Floor Tile

Step or press on the non-slip square to move the gel that’s sealed inside, and so create different patterns. Especially effective when used in multiples. Encourages movement, exploration and fine motor skills. Will comfortably support the weight of a large adult. Each. For 3 years and over.

Size: 50 x 50cm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Code</th>
<th>Colour</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R922832</td>
<td>Blue and White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R922833</td>
<td>Green and Yellow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R922834</td>
<td>Orange and Red</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R922835</td>
<td>Pink and Yellow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R922836</td>
<td>Purple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R922837</td>
<td>Red</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Liquid Floor Tile Saver Pack - Set of 6

Buy all six together and save more. Colours may vary.

R923132

Gel Fish - Set of 4

Each fish contains 2 colours (water, oil) and glitter that moves when the fish is gently pressed or squeezed. Visual and pleasant to touch. Encourages fine motor skills, imaginative play and an understanding of cause and effect. Handle with care - not for vigorous handling, mouthing nor for those with challenging behaviours. For 3 years and over. Colours and styles may vary.

Size: 18 x 8 x 0.2cmH/15.5 x 9.5 x 0.2cmH

R923123
Rotating Bell Flower
Push a petal to set the integral bells in motion to make a delightful sound. A pleasant reward for minimal effort. Visual and auditory. Encourages fine motor skills, focus and an understanding of cause and effect. With a sturdy base for stability. Lovely quality. Perfect for those who find repetitive motions soothing. The flower is 2.5cmW (including the clear acrylic front) and so there is a substantial target area to reach for.
Size: base 25L x 20W x 1.8cmH; overall 34cmH
R923041

Rotating Bell Spiral
Turn the wheel to move the enclosed marbles and to create a delightful visual effect. Simple, multi-sensory, no-fail and rewarding. Encourages fine motor skills, grip, visual tracking and listening skills. Appropriate for all ages.
Size: base 25L x 20W x 1.8cmH; overall 34cmH
R923042

Rotating Sound Tree
Rotate the disc to make the colourful cylinders move and make a knocking sound. Visual and auditory. Simple yet effective and rewarding. Encourages movement and an understanding of cause and effect. Robust and well-made.
Size: base 25L x 20W x 1.8cmH; overall 34cmH
R923043

Balance Sound Steps – Set of 6
Step or jump on or off these soft pads to activate a sound. Provides proprioceptive and auditory stimulation. Visual and colourful, these can also be used for colour recognition and sequencing. Inviting and useful for balance, stability and motor planning activities. PU surface with a non-slip underside and foam filling. Same sound in all (squeak). Batteries not required.
Size: 25cm diameter x 5cmH
R923196

For sales and enquiries contact us today
01246 211 777
www.rompa.com sales@rompa.com
3-in-1 Aroma Lamp with Speaker
Multi-sensory and marvellous! Compact and modern design.
- Colour changing atmospheric mood lamp
- Aroma diffuser with humidifier (mist effect)
- Wirelessly plays music (compatible with Android and iPhone through Bluetooth)
Mains powered (24V AC adapter included). Size: 14cm diameter x 11.5cmH
R923116

Work Cards for Threading Hands – Set of 16
Double-sided, with colour on one side and black and white images on the reverse. Prompts activities using the Threading Hands that pose different challenges, from simple lacing to more complex addition. Great for sequencing, reasoning, problem-solving and motor planning. Size: 16 x 6cm
R923080

Visual Display and Store Solution
Multi-purpose – keeps a variety of objects in sight and to hand to provide reassurance and visual prompts/reminders.
- Place photographs/symbol imagery/words in the smaller pockets and corresponding objects in the larger ones.
- Good for sequencing activities of daily living
- Useful for storing fidgets and smaller sensory items
- Helpful in bedrooms for holding toiletries and personal items
- Great in classrooms for pens, pencils, erasers etc.
- Practical outside sensory and soft play rooms for holding youngsters’ shoes
With 5 large pockets (12.5W x 14.5cmH) and 5 small pockets (12.5W x 7.5cmH). Fabric with plastic pockets and 3 metal eyelets for wall-hanging. Especially effective when used in multiples. For 3 years and over Size: 67.5L x 30cmH
R923090

Foam Play Building Blocks
Fun for indoor and outdoor use. Realistic appearance for imaginative and role play. Helps encourage motor skills and motor planning. Excellent for crashing through on scooters for Sensory Integration activities or as props for drama. Durable EVA foam. Especially effective when purchased in multiples to create larger structures. May be appropriate for older children/adults as less childish-looking than traditional coloured blocks.
R923119 Bricks – Set of 25 Size: 20L x 9W x 6.2cmH
R923120 Breeze Blocks – Set of 20 Size: 19.2L x 9.5W x 6.3cmH

Writing Slope
Clear Perspex® slope to develop handwriting skills and to encourage users to write at the correct angle, more comfortably (some individuals struggle to write on a flat surface, which can impact negatively on posture and motor skills). Durable, portable and practical. With a 20 degree angle, non-slip bar at the bottom and groove for pencil. The surface is intentionally slippery to encourage use of both hands – to hold the paper and to write. Useful for home, school, office etc.
Size: 33L x 35cmW
R923117
**Space Cog Puzzle**
Wooden puzzle which can be put together in different combinations. Some cogs have separate shapes in the centre - match these to the same shaped holes in the cogs. Encourages motor planning, reasoning, hand-eye co-ordination and an understanding of cause and effect. Small parts, for 2 years and over.
Size: 27 x 27 x 3.5cmH (including cogs)

**Sensory Stackers – Set of 6**
Sort ‘n’ stack ... compare ‘n’ contrast ... build ‘n’ balance!
Multi-use blocks, each with its own colour, texture and size. Use to encourage early maths concepts, motor skills, reasoning, hand-eye co-ordination, visual discrimination and logical thinking. Great for a wide range of ages and abilities.
For 6 months and over.
Size: 6 to 11.5cm

**Suction Stackers – Set of 28**
Attach the beads to each other using the sucker on each. Great for encouraging a range of movements, motor planning, creativity, reasoning and colour matching. Includes 6 red, 6 yellow, 6 blue, 6 green and 4 pink beads and storage jar. Educational, recreational and useful for therapy. For 3 years and over.
Size: 5.5cm beads

**Sensory Snap Beads – Set of 14**
Chunky, funky and flexible!
Multi-sensory and multi-purpose. Push the large, soft, visual and tactile beads together to encourage fine motor skills, logic and reasoning, and hand-eye co-ordination. Build early maths skills, sequencing skills, listening and concentration skills (following spoken instructions) and creativity. Without the need for laces, these are safe, practical and easy to wipe clean. Includes storage jar. For 12 months and over. Colours may vary.
Size: jar 15cm diameter x 19cmH; beads approx. 8 x 5 x 4cm

**Colourful Wooden Pattern Cubes – Set of 100**
Build 2- or 3-D colourful combinations of your choice. Multi-purpose - great for imaginative activity, early maths, sorting, matching or balancing games. Promotes hand-eye co-ordination, spatial awareness, fine motor skills, reasoning, planning and turn-taking. Colours may vary. Small parts - not suitable for those who mouth.
Size: 2 x 2 x 2cm

**Colourful Pattern Cards – Set of 16**
Designed for use with Colourful Wooden Pattern Cubes. Double-sided. Colour on one side, colour-coded black and white on the other. Various difficulty levels.
Size: 16 x 12cm

**Colourful Wooden Pattern Cubes and Cards Saver Pack**
Buy both the cubes and the cards and save more.

**Colourful Pattern Cards**

**Sensory Snap Beads**

**Suction Stackers**

**Space Cog Puzzle**
Sorting & Posting Box

Several challenges in one set. Simple in appearance yet deceptively useful. Match the shape to the correct recess, post the shape through the correct slot (2 on each long side) and retrieve the shapes from inside the box (the lid slides out). Encourages logical thinking, reasoning, motor planning, hand-eye co-ordination and sequencing skills. Ideal for those who enjoy repetitive movements. Age-appropriate wood and colours.

Size: box 26.5L x 23W x 5cmH; shapes approx. 3.5, 5 and 7cm

R923082

Large Wall/Tabletop Rotational Disc Puzzle

Large and lovely – big enough for two people to enjoy at one time, and great for those with visual impairments. Manoeuvre the 4 discs across the bar and over the short and long bumps to challenge motor skills, bilateral co-ordination, logical thinking, reasoning and hand-eye co-ordination. To be wall-mounted horizontally or vertically (please purchase fixings appropriate your wall). Not intended to be used as a support/handle.

Size: back 75 x 30 x 1.6cm; overall 23cmH; discs 18cm diameter

R923044

Peek A Boo Bunny

Press her back paw to hear bunny’s baby laugh and make her cover her eyes with her paws. Visual, tactile, rewarding and wonderful for an understanding of cause and effect. Surface washable only. Includes 2 AA batteries. For 10 months+.

Size: 17W x 15D x 22cmH

R923200

Colorcards®: Emotions (2nd Edition) - 48 Cards

Updated version. 48 cards are arranged into 3 categories covering individual people, difficult situations and enjoyable situations. Useful for a wide range of meaningful language/communication and educational activities.

Size: cards 21 x 14.8cm (A5)

R956826

Marie

Press her front right paw to illuminate her tummy and start soft instrumental music. Soothing and relaxing, the light changes colour gently (7 colours). Cuddly with different textures, she is a bedtime comforter at night and a learning tool by day as she promotes an understanding of cause and effect. Polyester – surface washable only. With small ON/OFF button on internal battery compartment – 3 AAA batteries included. Long fibres - not suitable for those who mouth. From birth.

Size: 30L (to tip of tail) x 16W x 28cmH

R923201

Sensory Tubes - Set of 4

Develop sensory exploration and awareness. Supplied empty for you to fill so you can match content to need and preferences. For example, create sound shakers and rattles, glittery sand tubes for visual tracking or aroma tubes with flower petals ... Tubes are free-standing and the securely fitting lids can be opened at each end. Also great for early science. Includes 4 tubes, 8 solid lids, 4 vented lids. For 2 years and over. Use under supervision. Not suitable for those who mouth.

Size: 30H x 6cm diameter

R923088
ROMPA New Products 2019

Activity Cards for Mosaic – Set of 6
Illustrated examples of mosaics to foster independent use of the Mosaic (to be purchased separately). A great starting point to build users’ confidence to then create their own designs. Double-sided: 12 designs in total - 4 for use with a mirror (for symmetry), 4 to replicate and 4 to complete.
Size: 16 x 16cm
R923028

Basket Ball Stand
Intended to be a comfortable height for adults and children, including seated players. Useful for encouraging improve hand-eye co-ordination, motor skills, social skills, collaborative activity, gentle exercise and turn-taking. Free-standing tubular steel hoop with a nylon rope net. Weather-proofed and so for indoor and outdoor use. Finalist in Nursery World Awards. Minimal assembly required. Ball not included (our 21833 shown). For 3 years and over. Size: 40cm diameter hoop x 86cmH
R923204

Odd Balls - Set of 4
With its unusual shapes and different textures/colours, this fun set encourages motor skills, hand-eye co-ordination, group activity, reasoning and gentle exercise. The irregular shapes make the balls bounce and roll in unpredictable directions, challenging expectations and surprising users. Supplied deflated. Suitable for all ages.
Size: blue bumpy rugby 25cmL, green pyramid 18cmL, purple multi-sided 22cm diameter, clear spiky 15cm
R923109

Sensory Shapes & Balls – Set of 9
A wonderful selection of shapes, sizes, colours and textures. One ball contains beads for audible input too. Wonderful for encouraging movement, hand-eye co-ordination, sensory exploration, comparative concepts, massage, games and social interaction activities. For 6 months and over. Size: 9 to 17cm
R923048
Sensory Balls - Set of 20
A variety of balls with different textures, colours, densities and bounce properties. Portable, practical and suitable for children and adults. Useful for encouraging motor skills, descriptive and comparative language, colour recognition, group activity and turn-taking. For 3 years and over.
Size: 5 to 7.5cm
R923110

Irregular Balls – Set of 3
Quirky shapes and unpredictable movements when rolled. The red ball is off-centre and tips to one side; the yellow has weights inside and goes in a ‘Z’ direction; blue is ridged and moves more slowly and smoothly. Tactile and easy grip. Encourages reasoning, logical thinking, hand-eye co-ordination and exploration. For 6 months and over. Supplied inflated. Makes a subtle squeaking noise when squeezed.
Size: approx. 11cm diameter
R923047

Starter Bowling Set
Great set for indoor and outdoor use. Includes 10 pins, 2 balls and a storage bag. All the components are covered by high density rubber foam and so are slightly softer (in touch and sound when knocked over) than conventional pins. Store inside.
Size: pins 29cmH; balls 16cm diameter
R923027

Ear Muffs (Children/Teens)
Minimizes noise and distraction, facilitates concentration and may help to reduce hearing damage. Adapts to virtually any head shape – from children with smaller heads to teenagers. The lateral height can be adjusted quickly and easily. Foldable for compact storage and portability. Plastic headband with faux leather ear cushions.
R923020  Blue
R923021  Green
R923022  Pink

Pluggies
Earplugs can be useful for children with ADHD, ADD and ASD as some individuals can find it difficult to concentrate on school work. With special filters, Pluggies muffle sound whilst allowing the child to retain some hearing, reducing any sense of isolation. Made of a soft material that fits comfortably in the ear. For children approximately 4 to 12 years.
R921873

Pluggies for Adults
Developed for music lovers, these reusable noise plugs retain the music quality, only the volume is lower. Helps prevent hearing loss and ringing in the ears. Conversations remain audible, so there is no feeling of isolation. Silicone-free so non-irritant. Includes storage pouch, cord and cleaning spray.
R923009

www.rompa.com  @  sales@rompa.com
At Home Sensory Starter Pack
Great kit for domestic use. Provides sensory input into bedrooms. Affordable, requires minimal space and is an ideal gift. Some components require batteries. Contents may vary but set typically includes:

- Massage Tube
- Mood Light Comforter Bear (similar fur ball shown)
- Mini Fish Tank
- Infinity Mirror
- Oasis Aroma and Sound Diffuser
- Starlight Projector
- Hedgehog Ball

R923193

Texture Squares Cushion - Set of 4
Visual and tactile with contrasting colours and textures. Brightens a reading corner of a classroom, seating in reception areas or cushioning in sensory rooms. Pleasant to cuddle, stroke and lean against. Textures include faux suede, faux leather and corduroy.

Size: 65 x 65cm
R923150

Sensory 7-in-1 Ball
Unusual design with multiple tactile and visual elements. Encourages motor skills as the smaller balls can be removed from, and nestled in, the indents of the larger bumpy ball. Plastic so easy to clean. Great for sensory exploration and comparative concepts (different colours, textures, patterns, size). For 12 months and over.

Size: large ball approx. 18cm; small balls approx. 6cm
R923067

Lights & Sounds Answer Buzzers - Set of 4
A multi-sensory version of our popular Buzzers. Interactive and engaging. Makes a laser, siren, buzz or charge sound AND its light flashes when pressed. Wonderful for sensory seekers of all ages, the patterned tops provide additional visual input. Great for encouraging an understanding of cause and effect, promoting listening skills and participation in group activities such as quizzes. Each requires 2 AAA batteries (to be purchased separately). For 3 years and over. Size: 9cm diameter

R923089

LED100 Projector for Water Environments
Less powerful than 22126, and lower voltage. Please purchase a Magnetic Wheel Rotator and one or more Effect Wheel. 12V DC. Please seek advice from a suitably qualified electrician regarding the safe installation of this projector.

R923008

Wireless Magnetic Variable Speed Wheel Rotator
Allows the speed of the rotation to be adjusted according to need and preference. Turns the Effect Wheel 3 rotations per minute at its fastest setting to 1 rotation in 4 minutes at its slowest setting. Direction-adjustable - set to clockwise or anti-clockwise rotation.

Size: approximately 12H x 8.5W x 5cmD
R922406
For immersive rooms and other interactive projection projects please contact us for information and quotations.

Contact our installations team on 01246 211 777.
Haley’s Joy® new accessories!

Portable, practical and perfect for the Occupational Therapist on the go. Modular, with many accessories.

**Benefits**

- Frames set up and break down in just minutes
- No tools required
- Light-weight yet durable
- With foam-padded, high-strength aluminium upright

- Functional and safe
- Switch between 1- and 2-point suspension
- Great for therapists in schools, hospitals, clinics and homes

**BENEFITS**

- Frames set up and break down in just minutes
- No tools required
- Light-weight yet durable
- With foam-padded, high-strength aluminium uprights

- Functional and safe
- Switch between 1- and 2-point suspension
- Great for therapists in schools, hospitals, clinics and homes

**Simple assembly – snap buttons**

**Built-in feet for added stability and support**

### Size 1

**Weight capacity:** 68kg (150 lbs)

**Footprint:** 157 x 130cm

**Packs down into one bag just 86 x 20 x 20cm**

**Size:** 127cmH

- **R922666** Frame and Mat - Size 1
- **R922669** Platform Board Small for Size 1 Frame - Size: 81 x 61cm
- **R922674** Carrying Bag Size 1
- **R922989** Sensory Wrap Size 1 - Maximum weight supported: 68kg (150 lbs)

**Size:** Chain 60cmL

- **R922990** Reagan’s Ride Size 1 - Maximum weight supported: 68kg (150 lbs)

**Size:** seat at bottom 30.5 x 30.5; seat 57cmH

- **R922992** Interlocking Foam Padding Squares Size 1 - Size: 178 x 178cm

### Size 2

**Weight capacity:** 113kg (250 lbs)

**Footprint:** 198 x 175cm

**Packs down into two bags just 117 x 15 x 15cm and 56 x 15 x 15cm**

**Size:** 178cmH

- **R922667** Frame and Mat - Size 2
- **R922670** Platform Board Small for Size 2 Frame - Size: 81 x 61cm
- **R922673** Platform Board Large for Size 2 Frame - Size: 122 x 61cm
- **R922675** Carrying Bag Size 2
- **R922995** Sensory Wrap Size 2 - Maximum weight supported: 113kg (250 lbs)

**Size:** Chain 104cmL

- **R922996** Reagan’s Ride Size 2 - Maximum weight supported: 113kg (250 lbs)

**Size:** seat at bottom 43 x 43; seat 76cmH

- **R922999** Interlocking Foam Padding Squares Size 2 - Size: 178 x 236cm
- **R922997** Balance Buddy Bolster Swing for Frame Size 2 - Weight: 10kg (22 lbs) Weight Capacity: 113kg (250 lbs)

### Haley’s Joy® Low Tone Attachment

For individuals who need assistance in staying on the Platform Board. All the sides are padded, flat and smooth. Attaches easily - simply place on top of the platform board and clip the connections underneath the board. The sides also help keep therapeutic items like balls in place. Firm foam frame with an easy to clean moisture/wear-resistant vinyl outer.

**R922991** For Small Platform Board 22669, 22670 or 22671 - Weight: 4.1kg - Size: 81 x 63.5 x 11cm

**R922998** For Large Platform Board 22673 or 22672 - Weight: 5kg - Size: 122 x 63.5 x 11cm

### Haley’s Joy® Carrying Bag for Balance Buddy Bolster Swing

Easily carry or conveniently store the Haley’s Joy® Balance Buddy Bolster Swing with this durable nylon bag. For use with Balance Buddy Bolster 22997 Size 2 or 23004 Size 3.

**Size:** 91 x 51 x 33cm

**R923001**

### Haley’s Joy® Carrying Bag for Sensory Wrap

Easily carry or conveniently store the Haley’s Joy® Sensory Wrap with this durable nylon bag. For use with all 3 sizes of the Sensory Wrap - Size 1 (22989), Size 2 (22995) and Size 3 (23002).

**Size:** 109 x 20 x 20cm

**R922993**
Haley's Joy® Interlocking Foam Padding Squares
Tested for heavy usage, this lightweight and durable foam padding will add cushion and comfort underneath the On the Go Swing’s blue mat. This EVA foam is closed cell, so it’s completely waterproof, non-toxic, lead-free, and easily wiped clean with mild soap and water or a damp cloth. One side of the padding has a herringbone texture, to provide grip. Comes with edges.

Haley’s Joy® Balance Buddy Bolster Swing
Designed to help improve balance, core strength and reactions to maintain body alignment. The foam padded frame is covered with an easily cleaned moisture/wear-resistant vinyl. Suspended by 127cm vinyl-covered height-adjustable chains. Disconnect the Balance Buddy Bolster from the chains and use it as a therapy roll on the floor. Suspend from the 2 points nearest to the Frame legs, not the central point of the Haley's Joy® Frames. Compatible with 23001 Balance Buddy Carrying Bag.
Size: 91cmL x 33cm diameter

Haley’s Joy® Reagan’s Ride
A soft seat swing that provides surrounding pressure for enhanced stimulation. The interior is made of a comfortable microfibre fabric that can be easily spot cleaned. The exterior is made from high strength fabric. The removable pillow (included) is covered in a zippered microfibre fabric case. The swing has a 20cm total range of adjustment up/down, which is independent front to back, allowing the swing to have some backward tilt (if desired). Suspended with easy to clean vinyl covered chains. To be used on the linear suspension points of Haley’s Joy® Frames or from a rotational single point. Can be used with the 22994 Carrying Bag for Reagan’s Ride.

Size 3
Weight capacity: 136kg (300 lbs)
Footprint: 239 x 216cm
Packs down into two bags just 417 x 15 x 15cm and 56 x 15 x 15cm
Size: 221cmH

Haley’s Joy® Sensory Wrap
Provides deep sensory pressure. The interior is made of a comfortable microfibre fabric. The exterior is a durable woven nylon, which can be easily spot cleaned. Suspended with easy-to-clean vinyl covered chains. To be suspended from 2 points of the Haley’s Joy® Frames nearest to the Frame legs. Not intended to be suspended from a rotational single suspension point. Can be used with the 22993 Haley’s Joy Carrying Bag for Sensory Wrap.
Size: 102L x 51cmH
What you will find inside

Snoezelen® Multi-Sensory Products & Environments
As products and environments that stimulate the senses to either calm or engage the people using them reducing agitation.

Soft Play
Soft Play environments are specifically designed for children and adults with additional needs to have fun, explore their physical boundaries and release energy in a safe environment.

Sensory Integration
Sensory Integration is effective in addressing challenges associated with autism, dyspraxia and behavioural difficulties in children and adults.

Calm Rooms / 4R
Designed for demanding environments such as schools with BESD (EBD) students, offenders' institutes and prisons, these custom-made and fully installed facilities offer a safe environment for those with challenging behaviours and aggressive tendencies.

Choice and Control
The ability to choose and control things that affect our everyday life is often taken for granted. Our range includes simple and accessible switches right through to Sensory Magic - our premium solution for creating personalised, immersive and inclusive multi-sensory environments.

Hydrotherapy / Sensory Bathrooms
Water offers a change from the normal environment. It provides pleasure and can have enormous therapeutic value, assisting in relaxation, improving circulation and restoring mobility.

Goyt Side Road, Chesterfield, Derbyshire, England, S40 2PH
For sales and enquiries, please contact us on any of the numbers and addresses below.

Phone: +44 01246 211 777
Fax: +44 01246 221 802
Email: sales@rompa.com
Online: www.rompa.com

Certification
This is to certify that the products included in this catalogue are CE marked and meet the requirements of the relevant directives and harmonised standards. Where there is not a relevant directive, the product will be designed, manufactured and tested, if necessary, so that it is essentially safe.

Signed
Date 1 January 2019

Product Specification & availability
ROMPA® reserves the right to modify the specification of products offered for sale and to withdraw products from sale.